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Chapter 321-whatever you want 

Grandpa likes orchids. I was just thinking that it would be great if there were more orchids. I didn’t 

expect it to be all orchids! Gu Xin did not understand the price. Her grandfather had also said that some 

orchids were very, very expensive. Therefore, she was not surprised by Gu Nian’s mention of a million 

dollars. 

“Yingluo, you’re really a little koi fish. You get whatever you want!” Gu Nian said. 

“I’m not.” Gu Xin shook her head and laughed, ” but I know a little koi fish, hehe. 

there are so many of them in this field. If they’re really valuable, it’s not good to just leave them here! 

Cai Xiaolian looked at the blooming orchids and hesitated. 

“We’re giving it to Grandpa! Grandpa likes it!” Gu Xin said. 

“If it’s really expensive and Grandpa asks us where we got it, how are we going to answer him?” Gu 

nianxiao asked. 

this ran ran? ” Gu Xin furrowed her brows. After a long time, she finally said, ” just say that we found it 

in the mountains! 

“We dug up too much from the mountains! If you were to sell this to a large family, it would be worth at 

least a hundred taels of silver.” At this time, Gu shouxin came over after washing the dishes and said. 

“Ah? It’s so expensive?” Gu Xin scratched her head and thought of something. father, mother, sister, we 

got the seeds from old master Zhou. Shouldn’t we give some to him? ” 

“You just took the seeds and you’re already giving him flowers? Does he believe it?” Gu Nian smiled 

helplessly. 

“Then, then let’s put it in Houyang ditch first and put two pots in our bedroom? We’ll send two pots to 

Grandpa and say that we dug them up in the mountains. We’ll leave the rest in the old house for the 

time being and move to the manor when we get the title deed.” Gu Xin thought for a while and said. 

“After we get the title deed, let’s go to the prefecture! Let’s see if this flower can be sold. If it can be 

sold, it would be good to sell it for some silver.” Gu shouxin said after looking at several kinds of orchids. 

“It’s good to go to the prefecture! I want to go, I want to go!” Gu Nian was the first to agree. 

She had visited the cosmetic shops in Taoyuan County once and was not very satisfied with them. She 

had no inspiration for her lipstick production. After all, the prefecture was bigger, and she wanted to go 

to the cosmetic shops in the prefecture to take a look. 

“Sure! We can also try selling some skincare sets in the prefecture. However, we have so many things to 

do, we can’t go and return on the same day.” Cai Xiaolian said. 

“Just rest for a day! Wasn’t third aunt in the prefecture? Let’s take a look at third aunt and let third aunt 

take me around.” Gu Nian said. 



“Alright, it’s decided then. After packing up the skincare sets for sale in the next two days, the broker 

should be able to bring the land title deed over tomorrow or the day after. I’ll go to the back of the 

mountain tomorrow and see if I can go directly to the manor from the back of the mountain. When I 

come back, I’ll bring the orchids back and give them to your grandfather.” Gu shouxin nodded and 

decided on this matter. 

After making the decision, everyone picked the red radishes. There were quite a lot of pickle jars at 

home. They would wash them and put them in the jar tomorrow. It could add color to the water in the 

jar. 

Apart from the carrots, they had also transplanted all the flowers into the pots. They did not pick the 

Dragon fruit and the Western gourd. 

They cleared out six more plots of land. After recording these seeds, they planted six more seeds in 

order and watered the fields with Jade Pearl water. The family then went to sleep in peace. 

In less than two days, they had cleared 30 types of seeds, and everyone was quite satisfied with the 

results. 

Chapter 322 compensation 

The next morning, Gu Xin went to the old house after her morning exercise and waited for the siblings to 

return to the old house. 

This time, there were three vegetables and three flowers, but no fruit. 

Flowers were quite common, such as Cape Jasmine, Jasmine, and Phoenix fairy flowers that could be 

found in the mountains. 

The vegetables were black fungus, beef skin, and beans. 

They already knew that old Zhou’s seeds might not be from all over the world. They might even have 

local seeds, so Cai Xiaolian and Gu Nian were not disappointed. 

On the other hand, the Phoenix Fairy Flower reminded Gu Nian that she could also do nail polish on top 

of lipstick. 

When she was young, she lived in a Daoist temple. That Daoist temple was on the mountain, and there 

was a village at the foot of the mountain. The little girls in the village loved to pick phoenix flowers, 

crush them, and paint their nails. 

For example, their village had black fungus. 

Therefore, he moved the flowers away and picked the beans, leaving four plots of land open and 

planting them. 

Gu shouxin finished all these and after breakfast, he went to the old house to borrow some hunting 

tools, saying that he was going to hunt in the mountains. 

Uncle Gu insisted on going with them. 



Fourth uncle Gu also wanted to go, but he remembered that he still had a lot of work to do. He also had 

to follow the master to make a suit box for second sister-in-law, so he held back. 

“Big brother, aren’t you afraid of meeting a big cat?” Gu shouxin looked at the enthusiastic uncle Gu and 

wanted to scare him with the big cat. 

“What are you afraid of? Don’t I have you here? Besides, the big cats in the mountains, one male and 

one female, have been settled by you and Yuan. Even if there are still cats, they are small. If we 

encounter them, we can catch them and play around with them, and use them as guards!” Uncle Gu 

said indifferently. 

“Alright, let’s go!” Gu shouxin was speechless. 

He was probably the only person in history who had caught a big cat to guard their house! 

Thus, the two brothers carried their bows and went up the mountain with their animal traps. 

Not long after Gu shouxin left, manager Cheng of the drunken River House arrived in a carriage. 

Shopkeeper Cheng stood in front of the Gu family’s new house and hesitated for a moment, but he still 

knocked on the door. 

Gu Huilai opened the door. She recognized manager Cheng and asked with a frown, ” “Who are you 

looking for?” 

“Lady Gu, I’m the manager of the drunken River Restaurant. I was the one who fetched wild boars from 

your house last time. I’m looking for your second uncle and second aunt, are they home?” Shopkeeper 

Cheng also recognized Gu Hui and said with a smile. 

“Wait a moment!” Gu Hui slammed the door shut without hesitation. 

She knew that the innkeeper of the drunken River Restaurant was a relative of the county Magistrate, 

Lord Cheng, and she really did not like the Cheng family. 

“Shopkeeper Cheng is here? Well, you guys sit here first, I’ll take him to the old house to talk.” Cai 

Xiaolian said after some thought. 

Gu shouxin was not at home. Although this era was more tolerant to women than the ancient times she 

knew, she still did not plan to talk to shopkeeper Cheng. 

Cai Xiaolian untied her apron and went to the sink to wash her hands. She opened the door and said 

with a smile, ” “Shopkeeper Cheng, what’s the matter?” 

“Lady Cai,” shopkeeper Cheng forced a smile,”I’ve come to discuss compensation with you at the 

request of the owner.” 

Cai Xiaolian was stunned and said,”compensation?” What compensation?” 

Ha, this was all done on the surface. He kicked his family away, and even pretended to use money to 

shut their mouths. What a hypocrite! 



Shopkeeper Cheng shook his head and said helplessly,”Lady Cai, I’ve heard about the misunderstanding 

between you and the owner. It’s impossible to cooperate in this situation.” Everyone’s harmonious to 

make money! If the two sides can’t be on good terms, then it’s better to each take a step back.” 

Chapter 323 Unkind 

“Really?” Cai Xiaolian smiled. 

Somewhat embarrassed, shopkeeper Cheng pursed his lips and said, ” “Lady Cai, this door is not a good 

place to talk, why don’t we go inside?” 

Cai Xiaolian replied,”I’m sorry, shopkeeper Cheng. My man went up the mountain to hunt. He’s not 

home.” I can’t invite you into the house since there’s only me and my mother here. However, my in-laws 

are at home. Shall we talk over there?” 

“That’s fine, that’s fine!” Shopkeeper Cheng nodded. 

He couldn’t wait to see her like this. He had always felt that Cai Xiaolian, this village woman, was not 

easy to talk to, and she especially liked to ask for too much. 

He had seen the old master of the Gu family. Although he was from the countryside, he seemed to be 

easy to get along with and talk to. It might be easier to talk to him there. 

“Wait a minute, I’ll go get the contract we signed before!” After Cai Xiaolian finished speaking, she 

closed the door with a bang. 

Shopkeeper Cheng was speechless. 

The women in the Gu family were all very fierce. In less than 15 minutes, he had been locked up like this 

twice. This had never happened before. 

Forget it, the eldest young master was still thinking about the Gu family’s young lady, so he still had to 

give him face. 

He still had to help the eldest young master Pass the letter to the Gu family’s young lady later! 

After a while, Cai Xiaolian came out with the contract and brought shopkeeper Cheng to the old 

mansion. 

Zhang Shi was carrying her child and preparing to go out for a walk. When she saw Cai Xiaolian coming 

over with two strangers, and even leading a carriage, her gossipy heart made her decide not to go out 

for a walk. 

“Sister-in-law, what’s the matter?” Zhang Shi asked curiously. 

“It’s nothing. Sister-in-law, why don’t you take ninren out to play? Today’s weather is just right, it’s good 

to take ninren out to get some sun.” Cai Xiaolian said. 

“No, I didn’t! I’m just carrying ninren and walking around, hehe.” Madam Zhang carried her child and 

followed Cai Xiaolian, still not sizing up shopkeeper Cheng. 

The coachman naturally did not follow shopkeeper Cheng into the house. 



Grandma Gu was about to go out. She had promised grandma Xiao that she would go into the 

mountains with her to dig for medicinal herbs. When she saw manager Cheng, she knew that the Cheng 

family was going to talk about the drunken River Restaurant. 

So she put down her back and asked Zhang Shi to go to grandma Xiao’s place, saying that she had 

something to do at home and couldn’t go in the morning. 

Zhang Shi unwillingly went to report. 

She had missed another piece of gossip. She didn’t know if she would be able to hear anything useful 

after she came back with the news. 

However, she couldn’t disobey her mother-in-law! 

“Old man, old lady, Happy New Year!” Shopkeeper Cheng greeted the old couple with a smile. 

“Happy New Year, shopkeeper Cheng! Why did you come today?” Grandpa Gu asked indifferently. 

In the past, you were the business partner of my second son’s family. Now, your boss is a bastard who 

bullied my granddaughter. You still expect me to be good-tempered to you and smile at you? 

In your dreams! 

Shopkeeper Cheng was dumbfounded by grandfather Gu’s expression. Was this the old master of the Gu 

family? 

It was as if he had become a different person. 

“Father, mother, shopkeeper Cheng said that he was ordered to discuss a non-cooperative matter, and 

he also said that he would compensate us. The child’s father isn’t at home, and I’m a woman who 

doesn’t understand the ways of the world. I’m afraid that I’ll be bullied and cheated, so I brought 

shopkeeper Cheng here. With more people, I’ll have more confidence!” Cai Xiaolian said rudely. 

“Don’t be afraid, I’m here.” Grandma Gu looked at shopkeeper Cheng coldly. 

“You are a child, a native of the village at the crossroads. What are you afraid of? Do you think he’ll eat 

you up?” Grandpa Gu also looked at shopkeeper Cheng with an unfriendly gaze. 

Shopkeeper Cheng was speechless. 

Chapter 324 It’s really necessary 

In the first month of the lunar year, there was no tea or snacks to entertain the guests. They didn’t even 

call for people to sit. This was the first time manager Cheng had encountered such a situation! 

He now understood that there was no kind-hearted person in the Gu family, and they could not be at a 

disadvantage. 

Shopkeeper Cheng could only awkwardly find a long bench and sit down. 

From the point of view of the common people, the county magistrate’s family was indeed in the wrong 

in this matter. How could he say that he wanted someone else’s daughter to be a concubine without any 

care? wasn’t this thinking too highly of himself? 



Not everyone was vain and greedy for power. 

old master, old Madam, I’m sure you’ve heard about what happened on the fourth day of the new year. 

Actually, there’s still some misunderstanding. Said shopkeeper Cheng weakly. 

“Don’t talk about those vexing things, let’s just talk about the incident at drunken River Restaurant! 

Although this matter has nothing to do with you, I’m afraid I can’t help but hit you.” Grandma Gu said 

coldly. 

“Yingluo, alright!” Shopkeeper Cheng choked for a moment, then said, ” what the boss means is that this 

misunderstanding may not be so easy to resolve. Even if it is resolved, everyone will still have a knot in 

their hearts. Amiability begets wealth. If we can’t be friendly, where will the wealth come from? So, the 

owner wanted to cancel the cooperation and asked me to bring the contract. Of course, we at the 

drunken River Restaurant have Lady Cai’s guidance and the food that miss Gu Nian brought out. 

Naturally, we will not mistreat the Gu family. The one thousand taels he received before the new year 

could be considered as his salary for Lady Cai to guide him in the operation of the restaurant. We will 

also give miss Gu Nian a sum of money to buy the dishes she makes.” 

The three of them looked at shopkeeper Cheng and didn’t reply. 

“Also, the boss wants me to ask if miss Gu Nian has made any new dishes during this time,” shopkeeper 

Cheng continued. We’ll buy them as well. In the future, we’ll buy all the other dishes that miss Gu Nian 

has. That was a misunderstanding. Although we’re not cooperating, we can still do business.” 

“Heh, I’ve never seen such a shameless person!” Grandma Gu laughed coldly. you’ve insulted the 

daughter of the Gu family and now you want to make money from her? Does your boss think he’s the 

king? Everyone had to listen to him? Who the hell is he? doesn’t he know what he’s doing?” 

“Old lady, you can’t say that! The boss didn’t have any intention of forcing him. However, I hope that the 

Gu family can consider it carefully. After all, in Taoyuan County, if your boss gives an order, you will only 

harm other restaurants if you sell your dishes.” Shopkeeper Cheng said. 

“Must you sell it to Taoyuan County? Could it be that Lord Cheng’s jurisdiction extended to the 

prefecture? The other counties are also under Lord Cheng’s control?” Grandpa Gu sneered. 

“Old man, there’s actually no need to do this. Really, we’ve already worked together before and we 

understand each other. Whether it’s in terms of price or other aspects, our drunken River Restaurant is 

definitely trustworthy!” Shopkeeper Cheng said. 

“It’s necessary, really, very necessary. Back then, the Father of the child, the child, and I believed in you, 

shopkeeper Cheng! And then, what happened? Without knowing the situation, your daughter was made 

a concubine?” Cai Xiaolian said in a serious tone. 

Shopkeeper Cheng was speechless. 

He didn’t know how to answer this, but it had nothing to do with him! 

Lady Cai, the eldest young master is truly in love with lady Gu Nian. This time, he even asked me to send 

a letter to lady Gu Nian to apologize. Shopkeeper Cheng had no choice but to bring this up in advance. 

Chapter 325 Burned down 



“Shopkeeper Cheng, I advise you not to mention young master Cheng. The child’s grandmother and 

mother might still be able to talk to you nicely.” Grandpa Gu knew his wife well. She was on the verge of 

exploding in her calm state. 

“Shopkeeper Cheng, let’s talk about ending our cooperation!” Cai Xiaolian said, suppressing her anger. 

“Alright then!” With a sigh, shopkeeper Cheng took out the original contract and a new one, saying, ” 

this is the new contract from the owner. Lady Cai, you can take a look. In the future, as long as miss 

niannian makes a new dish, you can sell it to the drunken River Restaurant for double the price. The 

Dong family bought the two banquet menus and four single dishes that miss Gu Nian launched before 

the new year for 100 silver coins. The dishes can be sold at higher prices in the future.” 

also, the owner said that he’s willing to continue to help Lady Cai sell the laundry and skincare sets. This 

time, the owner also asked me to come and buy ten sets. Shopkeeper Cheng continued. 

“Shopkeeper Cheng, I would like to ask, if I don’t want to sell the sets and sign the new contract, will 

Lord Cheng send people to arrest me? Or secretly fight against our family and fix our family?” Cai 

Xiaolian asked with a smile that wasn’t a smile. 

“How can this be? Our Lord is the most upright and outspoken. Even if the business doesn’t work out, 

there’s still benevolence and righteousness. Moreover, this is a matter between Lady Cai and the owner, 

so Daren will not side with the owner.” Shopkeeper Cheng hurriedly explained. 

“That’s good! Go back and tell your boss that we’re not doing any more washing and protective 

equipment because we’re worried that the county magistrate’s family will take revenge on us, so we’re 

just doing nothing and farming at home. As for the food, my family’s eldest daughter has yet to recover 

from the shock. I’m sorry, I can’t help the drunken River Restaurant anymore.” Cai Xiaolian spread her 

hands. 

hehe, Lady Cai, hehe! shopkeeper Cheng didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. He asked, ” if I said just 

now that Lord Cheng wanted to help, would Lady Cai Be sold to the owner? ” 

“No! We don’t even have any stock, how can we sell it? I just wanted to see if Lord Cheng is as upright as 

the people say. It seems that Lord Cheng is just as the rumors say!” Cai Xiaolian laughed sarcastically. 

If he didn’t understand her sarcasm, shopkeeper Cheng didn’t need to work anymore. 

He then looked at the old couple. Their expressions were indifferent, and he felt a little stifled. 

It seemed that they couldn’t continue the discussion today. 

alright, since that’s the case, I’ll give you the money for miss Gu Nian’s food. I hope Lady Cai can write 

me a receipt. Shopkeeper Cheng stopped trying to persuade him. 

Grandpa Gu immediately wrote a receipt for the money. 

He knew that his second daughter-in-law was learning how to read and write, but there were many 

words that she probably didn’t know how to write yet, so he took the initiative to help. 

Cai Xiaolian knew how to write, but she wasn’t used to writing with a brush. When Grandpa Gu was 

done, she stamped it with her palm. 



It would be a waste not to take this silver. 

then there’s no need for these three contracts to exist. Please take a look. If there are no mistakes, I’ll 

burn them. Shopkeeper Cheng pointed to the three contracts on the table and said. 

Cai Xiaolian picked it up and looked at it. It was indeed signed by them before. 

Let it burn! 

If they burned it, they wouldn’t even have any restrictions. 

He thought they would keep the contract, but they didn’t. 

However, when she thought about the new contract that shopkeeper Cheng had mentioned and the fact 

that Cheng Rui had even written an apology letter to Gu Nian, she could guess that the family had not 

given up on Gu Nian’s ability to make money. 

Didn’t they all want to cook the rice before? 

Chapter 326-prodigal plaything 

In the end, shopkeeper Cheng did not manage to send Cheng Rui’s letter and gift out. He brought them 

back in one piece. 

When the carriage passed by Lu Zheng’s house, Lu Zheng crossed his arms and squinted at the carriage. 

The good days of the Cheng family were probably over! 

He did not know if he had come today with the intention of forcing Gu Nian to come back, or if he had 

taken a roundabout route to get Gu Nian back, or if he wanted to turn against her. 

However, no matter which one it was, they couldn’t escape from the Gu family! 

Lu Zheng had not been idle for the past two days. He had recruited many people over the past few 

months, and he had assigned them a mission, which was to investigate master Cheng in secret. 

There would be news in two days. 

And the most important thing was that he had just received news this morning that the person Xue Er 

had accompanied to the Qing provincial government was the highest-ranking person in the Zhou 

Dynasty. 

In his previous life, he had been on good terms with Xue Er, but he had never heard of Xue Er 

accompanying people to the Qing Prefecture in plain clothes. 

He didn’t know what they were here for. 

He should have reached Qingzhou Prefecture in the next two days. He only hoped that the person would 

not come to Taoyuan County and that Xue Er would not meet Gu Nian. 

Although Xue er’s status was much higher than Cheng Rui’s, the Gu family would never allow Gu Nian to 

be Xue er’s concubine. 

When it came to marriage, Xue Er didn’t have as much freedom as he did. 



His stepmother was eager for him to marry someone of low status, but Xue er’s side was different. It 

had to be a girl of equal social status. 

He did not want to see the Gu family being threatened by Xue Er again. 

Moreover, Gu Nian was indeed beautiful. That woman was only in her early thirties. Every three years, 

she would choose concubines to enrich her harem. She also liked beautiful women. 

Lu Zheng was extremely worried. 

His worry happened to come true. The Gu family was indeed planning to go to the prefecture as a 

whole. God had made arrangements for them, so it was useless for him to worry. 

…… 

It was almost dark when Gu shouxin and uncle Gu came. 

Uncle Gu had prey hanging from his back and front, and he was laughing along the way. He looked like a 

big, silly man. 

“His father, you’re back! Aiyo, so much prey! His father, you’re so amazing!” Zhang Shi said proudly 

when she saw Gu shouxin. 

“Wife, I didn’t do this. Today, I only caught one pheasant. The rest were caught by second brother. It’s 

second brother who is amazing!” Uncle Gu said with pride. 

“Aiya, without you, second brother wouldn’t have been able to catch him alone!” Zhang Shi still felt that 

her man was amazing. She really didn’t make the wrong choice! 

“No, no, no. Without me, second brother might have caught even more. My big movements startled the 

wild rabbits. Otherwise, second could have caught a few more. Second brother even found orchids! 

Second brother is so amazing!” Uncle Gu shook his head. 

Zhang Shi,”hehe.” 

Are you going to die if you don’t refute me! 

Would you like to leave me some thoughts? 

Let me think that my man is better than Cai Xiaolian’s man, okay? 

‘Damn it!’ 

“Orchid? What kind of breed is it?” Grandpa Gu couldn’t care less about the prey and looked at Gu 

shouxin’s hand. 

“Father, this is it. Xinxin said that you liked it a lot. I thought it looked like an orchid, so I got it back.” Gu 

shouxin carried two Lotus orchids and handed them to Grandpa Gu. 

“Aiyo! You wastrel, how could you carry such a precious thing back like this? Fourth brother, hurry up, 

bring a basin over and get some soil. Forget it, forget it, I’ll do it myself!” Grandpa Gu carefully took it 

from Gu shouxin’s hands and planted it himself. 



Gu shouxin thought,”my noble father has also learned how to scold a wastrel?” 

Chapter 327 a large area 

“Father, are these flowers very valuable? Why do you cherish it so much?” Gu shouxin washed his 

hands, patted the dust off his body, and went to Grandpa Gu’s side. 

“A hundred taels of silver should be worth it!” Grandma Gu said as she squatted down on the other side. 

“Isn’t that so? I say, second brother, you’re too simple-minded! This kind of orchid is not easy to raise! 

You brought it back just like that, and didn’t even tell me to give it some soil to grow in.” Grandpa Gu 

looked at Gu shouxin with a complaining look. 

“I’m just looking at a huge area of that place. Did you think it’s worthless, so you brought it back like 

this?” Gu shouxin laughed. 

Grandpa Gu’s hands trembled as he buried the mud. He looked up at Gu shouxin.”What? A large area?” 

His eyes were clearly saying that he was being coaxed. 

“Yup! About twenty or so!” Gu shouxin said calmly. 

“Let’s go, let’s go, take me to see, take me to see!” Grandpa Gu couldn’t care less about the two plants 

in the pot. He got up and asked Gu shouxin to take him there. 

“Brother Chuan, it’s already dark, what are you going to see? We’ll go tomorrow morning!” Grandma Gu 

pulled her back immediately. 

“We can’t do it tomorrow morning either. The slope over there is a little shaky, and it’s hard to climb up 

after going down. Why don’t I bring the basin to your father tomorrow morning and get them all back?” 

Gu shouxin said. 

Grandpa Gu calmed down and thought for a while. second brother, if all of them are like this, bring a 

few of them to a flower shop in Wutong alley in the prefecture. Sell them to that shop for at least two 

hundred taels of silver. 

Grandma Gu understood what her husband meant. She looked around and saw that there were only 

three of them. She nodded and said, ” second brother, you’ll have to study in the future, and your 

expenses will be high. Niannian and Xinxin are also slowly growing up. You have to save more money. 

Gu shouxin felt warm in his heart and smiled. “Okay, then I’ll put them all in the basin and give half to 

father, and the other half to sell.” 

Grandpa Gu waved his hand. I only have two pots here. However, you shouldn’t take so many at once. 

It’s not worth it if you take too many. The rarer something is, the more valuable it is. If you split it into 

two and sell it to different shops, it will be more valuable. Your mother and I are old. Growing flowers is 

a hobby. We don’t need money. You’re still young, and since you found the flowers, you should sell 

them for money. Don’t be as unruly as before, letting niannian’s mother manage the silver.” 

Gu shouxin nodded obediently and said, ” They all supported their fathers. Father, take good care of her. 

I’ve been out for a day, so her mother and child must be worried.” 



Gu shouxin had just taken a few steps when grandma Gu called out, ” “By the way, second brother, 

shopkeeper Cheng came by just now.” 

Gu shouxin stopped and turned around. 

Grandma Gu continued,’second eldest’s wife settled it herself, and I just wanted to let you know. You 

can go back and ask her!” 

Gu shouxin quickened his pace. 

“Second brother, second brother, why did you run? Wait for me! Didn’t you ask niannian to make a 

braised rabbit?” Uncle Gu heard the noise and ran out of the kitchen. 

“Father, the innkeeper of the drunken River Pavilion came today. Second uncle has something to do!” 

Gu Hui held back uncle Gu, who was about to give chase. 

“What’s the manager of the drunken River Pavilion doing here? Was he looking for a scolding? No, I 

have to go and take a look!” Uncle Gu rolled up his sleeves and was about to go over. 

“Father, they left long ago. Second uncle came not long after he came up the mountain. Are you going 

to the county to scold them?” Gu Hui said in a bad mood. 

“Look at you, why didn’t you go to the mountains and call your second uncle and me? Wouldn’t you be 

bullied if you let your second aunt and sister stay at home?” Uncle Gu glared at Gu Hui. 

Chapter 328-a Crooked Stick will have a crooked shadow 

His second aunt and two younger sisters were being bullied? 

Gu Hui rolled her eyes at her father and didn’t want to say anything more. 

“Father, sister-in-law brought them to our side. With father and mother supporting them, you are afraid 

that they will be bullied! Dad, you just said braised rabbit. Let’s go, let’s do it!” Zhang Shi said as she 

came out of the room with Ren Ren. 

“My wife! You’re really … Wherever there’s food, you’ll be there! It’s not good to be greedy! Besides, 

with your cooking skills, aren’t you wasting the rabbit? If I had known that you wanted to be a rabbit, I 

would have let you go!” Uncle Gu said with a look of disdain. 

“But I’ve never seen you refuse to eat my cooking before?” Zhang Shi was depressed again. 

“Then I’ve never eaten niannian’s cooking before!” Uncle Gu said matter-of-factly, ” let’s make an 

analogy. We’ve been eating pig feed for a long time, so we won’t find anything wrong with it. But if you 

were to eat plain rice one day, would you still be willing to eat pig feed? There was no need to answer. 

He was definitely not willing. So, wife, let’s clean up the rabbits and pheasants first and wait for niannian 

to cook them tomorrow! Even if it doesn’t work, the taste of father’s cooking will still be the same as 

white rice! I don’t want to eat pig feed!” 

Zhang Shi,”hehe.” 

Zhang Shi was speechless. Zhang Shi could only carry her beloved youngest son back to the room. 



Grandma Gu, who was tending to the orchids in the house with Grandpa Gu, sighed. The old Gu family 

would probably have a god-like person, a god-like person who would anger his wife to death! 

…… 

When Gu shouxin returned home, he asked shopkeeper Cheng about his visit today, and Cai Xiaolian 

told him everything. 

“What? You even brought me a letter? Mother, why don’t you show me! I’ll also write him a letter after 

reading it! He’ll definitely be scolded so badly that even his ancestors would jump up and scold him!” 

Before Gu shouxin could react, Gu Nian spoke. 

“Sister, his parents are so bad, maybe it was his parents” parents who taught him! If we anger them, 

they’ll probably jump out and help scold us.” Gu Xin said in all seriousness. 

The time travel Trio looked at Gu Xin, ” 

Gu Xin blinked her eyes innocently,’in their family, only brother Xiao Zheng and Xiao Yu are good. The 

other three are not good!’ There must be someone above who taught him! Uncle had said that a 

Crooked Stick will have a crooked shadow. In the past, uncle comforted me and said that you ignored 

me because you didn’t want to teach me bad things and that you were being good to me. He told me to 

ignore you too because a Crooked Stick will have a crooked shadow.” 

The transmigration trio: ” Yingluo ” 

Uncle Gu was really good at exaggerating things to comfort people. He could even use these words to 

comfort people. 

“I just gave the Lotus orchid to father. Father told me about a flower shop and said that I could sell it for 

at least two hundred taels. How many do you think we should take with us?” Gu shouxin asked. 

“The rarer something is, the more precious it is. Let’s first take five pots to explore the situation. Did 

father say anything about the flower shop?” Cai Xiaolian asked. 

“He didn’t say, then let’s take five pots over to take a look! Father also said that the rarer something is, 

the more expensive it is. He wants us to split up and sell it in two different places. The distance from our 

village to the Qing Prefecture and Yuzhou Prefecture is about the same.” Gu shouxin said. 

“Father, mother, sister, let’s give two pots to old Zhou! He gave us this flower seed, and old Zhou is very 

rich. Uncle said that rich people know rich people, so maybe old Zhou Can help us sell it!” Gu Xin said. 

that’s possible. We have to pass by Zhou town to go to Qingzhou Prefecture. We’ll bring two pots for old 

master Zhou on the way. Gu shouxin nodded. 

Chapter 329 Sister Xiaojia 

The next day, after his morning exercise, Gu shouxin went up the mountain alone. In order to avoid 

uncle Gu following him, he didn’t go to the old house, but went to the field behind him. He went around 

and went into the mountains. 



Sure enough, Gu shouxin’s guess was right. Uncle Gu waited at home for a while, and when he saw that 

Gu shouxin did not go over, he came over by himself. 

“Sister-in-law, where’s second brother?” Seeing Cai Xiaolian and the two children digging the ground, Gu 

shouxin asked. 

“Her uncle and father just came up the mountain!” Cai Xiaolian replied. 

“Ah? I’ve been waiting at the door since I ate, but I didn’t see him pass by!” uncle gu scratched his head. 

The old house also had three meals a day now. In the entire village at the crossroads, only the Gu family, 

grandma Xiao, and Lu Zheng’s family had three meals a day. 

“Uncle, father should have gone to the soil of Houyang ditch! He said that he was afraid that Grandpa 

would say that he had ruined the orchids, so he took a gunny sack to put it in!” gu nian said. 

“Hey, this second brother! he didn’t even ask me to come along. since when have i complained about 

him? Really, if I didn’t know, I would think that he deliberately dumped me!” Uncle Gu scratched his 

head and laughed in a straightforward manner. 

Mother and daughter three: 

uncle, you’re so sharp. he dumped you on purpose! 

“Well, do you need my help? i have nothing to do anyway, so i’ll help you guys dig the ground!” uncle gu 

spat out two mouthfuls of saliva and rubbed it on his hands. then, he picked up the hoe and began to 

dig. 

Fortunately, everyone in the Gu family had a set of brushing tools. Otherwise, Cai Xiaolian and Gu Nian 

would have despised him. 

“sister-in-law! What are you planning to plant on this land?” The movements of the crops were indeed 

different, and he was even faster than the mother-daughter trio. 

” we don’t know what the seeds that yuan’s granduncle took are. the vegetable field here is empty, so 

we turned over the seeds and wanted to see what we could grow! ” cai xiaolian said. 

“tsk, tsk, speaking of that old master zhou, he’s a strange man. but for some reason, he just can’t grow 

anything rare in these years! In the past, when he grew chili, the previous emperor was still in power 

and liked to eat spicy food. He even wanted to reward old master Zhou with some kind of Grandpa! 

Unfortunately, Lord Zhou had given this reward to miss Zhou. Miss Zhou has married into the capital.” 

uncle gu said. 

“Her uncle, you know old Zhou’s family?” Cai Xiaolian wanted to hear the story of the vegetable treasure 

chest. 

Gu Nian was also very interested in this. 

“I recognize it! He recognized the second son, as well as his parents. In the past, mother often brought 

me and second brother to the Zhou family to play! Mother and Zhou Furen’s relationship was very good. 



Back then, sister Xiaojia would take us out to play, climb trees, climb dog holes, and fight. Oh, sister 

Xiaojia is miss Zhou, the one who married into the capital.” Uncle Gu said. 

“is the young lady of the zhou family older than you, uncle?” Gu Nian asked. 

“yup! he’s four years older than me. I remember when sister Xiaojia was ten years old, she was wearing 

men’s clothes and took me and second brother out for a horse ride. When we came back, she was 

almost beaten to death by my mother. At that time, I wasn’t even six years old and my second son 

wasn’t even four years old. My mother said that the two of us were going to grind the hooves of the 

horses. sister xiaojia had also been beaten up by her mother, but she still refused to admit her mistake. 

To be honest, sister Xiaojia is really a strange woman! the kind that’s similar to our mother.” Uncle Gu 

was reminiscing. That was the first girl in his life who was not part of his family, and it left a deep 

impression on him. 

The mother-daughter trio had never heard Gu shouxin mention it before. It should be because Gu 

shouxin was young at that time and these were not in his memory! 

Chapter 330 I’ll reason with you 

“After that, sister Xiaojia met general Lu, and she stopped bringing us to play. After that, general Lu 

presented the chili to the Emperor, and old Zhou was invited to the capital. Later, it was the Emperor 

who arranged a marriage between sister Xiao Jia and general Lu. After that, sister Xiaojia got married 

and moved to the capital. I haven’t seen sister Xiaojia since.” Uncle Gu said with some regret. 

Although he was regretful, his hands did not stop moving at all. 

“Uncle, didn’t you say that our grandma has a good relationship with Mrs. Zhou? How was miss Zhou 

doing after that? I’ve never heard of old Zhou’s wife!” Gu Nian asked again. 

“AI! Speaking of this, I’ll have to properly reason with you two girls!” Uncle Gu stopped what he was 

doing and looked at the sisters. 

The two sisters also held onto their hoes and stopped moving. They looked at uncle Gu and listened to 

his teachings obediently. 

“I’m finding a partner! You can find someone who is handsome and capable, but the premise is that his 

family background is not as good as yours! Otherwise, when you get married and get bullied, your family 

won’t be able to help you! Especially after you have a child.” Uncle Gu said sternly. 

“Was miss Zhou bullied by that general Lu?” Cai Xiaolian asked. 

At this moment, Lu Zheng was just walking out the door. When he heard this, he stopped in his tracks. 

“Isn’t it? Back then, my sister Xiao Jia was such a bright and sunny person! She was good-looking, and 

she was the only child in the family. It was not an exaggeration to say that she was doted on. However, it 

was that year that she sneaked into our village to look for second brother and me. She asked us to bring 

her to the back of the mountain to play because she had never been to our village before.” 

“In the end, she was stopped by a wild boar halfway. In a hurry, she got lost in the forest! At that time, 

the road outside our village wasn’t public yet. It was built by the Lu family before sister Xiaojia got 

married, and then it became public road. At that time, it was still a forest outside.” 



“I don’t know what the situation was like at the time, but sister Xiaojia was saved by general Lu. At that 

time, general Lu’s campsite was not far from the prefecture city in Zhoujia town. He often went to the 

town, and after a few trips, the two of them fell in love!” 

“Anyway, I only met sister Xiao Jia once after that. She said that she was getting married and that I could 

go to the capital to look for her when I grew up. She told me that she had a beautiful wife. I just asked 

her if general Lu treated her well. She said yes, she said that if she wanted the moon in the sky, general 

Lu would pluck it down for her. At that time, I didn’t know so much. I really thought that the moon could 

be plucked down, but it was very difficult. I really thought that general Lu was very good to her. ” 

“Later, when sister Xiao Jia gave birth to her eldest daughter, old master Zhou and Madam Zhou went to 

Beijing to visit her. after I came back, Mrs. Zhou complained to my mother. I happened to hear that 

general Lu had taken a concubine when sister Xiao Jia was pregnant. Anyway, sister Xiao Jia was bullied 

by the Lu family, so Mrs. Zhou went to see her daughter and granddaughter. When she heard about it, 

she wanted to bring her back, but sister Xiao Jia endured it for the sake of the child. After that, their 

relationship gradually improved, and four years later, sister Xiaojia had another child.” 

“This child is the one who took sister Xiaojia’s life! That time, my mother went to the capital with Mrs. 

Zhou! It was said that she beat general Lu half to death, but sister Xiao Jia was also dead. After Zhou 

Furen returned, she missed your daughter. Finally, she followed your daughter.” 

 


